
INNOVATIVE STORE AUTOMATION APPROACHES IN THE

Fiona: How do you predict automation will impact jobs in the retail industry in bulk weekly, some are moving to a faster,
even daily approach.

Supply chain software which uses an auto replenishment system for inventory optimisation, using AI and
intelligent algorithms to replenish stock, is becoming increasingly popular amongst successful,
forward-thinking retailers. With Amazon making its future plans clear once again with its acquisition of
Whole Foods, the pressure is again on, on the global retail industry. While self-checkout and scanning devices
come to mind, automation taken further can drastically reshape and advance accuracy and service for
companies willing to take the risk. Retailers had adopted technologies in their stores long before Amazon Go
arrived on the scene. Once they have made their selection they walk towards the exit where the system uses
facial recognition to identify the customer and RFID tags to see which products they have and then charges
their account accordingly. Many retailers that we interviewed referred to digitization as the process of using
tools and technology to create more intelligence in their processes for the sake of cost advantages and
competitive differentiation, becoming an intelligent enterprise as the result of a successful digital
transformation. Automating the ordering process in-store fulfils their demand for a fast-paced response. The
boxes are supposed to learn from what products are bought so that the assortment can be improved over time.
Fiona: How do you predict automation will impact jobs in the retail industry? This type of challenge is one of
the main things holding automated retail back and one that will be being tackled for some time. The system
requires customers to have linked their biometric hand scan to their Lotte credit card ahead of time.
Everything you pick and up and put back is tracked by cameras. While that may seem simple in theory, it is
significantly difficult to implement, as the legion of fallen retailers will tell you. In future blogs, we will look
at how sensors and tags will impact retail and consumer industries. However, Take Go reportedly only allows
one customer in at a time due to limits in the camera technology. Apart from using robots in its warehouses
and drones for deliveries, Amazon â€” the gold standard of supply chain automation â€” is using autonomous
trucks and forklifts to cut down delivery costs. Some early results from companies employing intelligent
process automation are shown in the graph below: To further support automation going forward, many
industry analysts and strategic consultancy firms support the notion of intelligent RPA as the future of
operations planning. At its huge campus south of Beijing, JD is testing a new store that relies on computer
vision and sensors on the shelves to know when items have been taken. Building on the success of these
stores, EasyGo is now looking at partnerships with other companies like Four Seas Group. He spent his
formative years working for a large UK Retailer, building his expertise across stores, supply chain,
merchandising and business analytics. In short, while intelligent RPA and other intelligent automation are
unfolding, there are certainly wins to be achieved when carefully considered and intentionally tested and
deployed. While not quite in the league of these ecommerce giants, the traditional retail industry has also
automated parts of its highly complex business over the years. As macroeconomic conditions continue to put
pressure on profit margins across sectors and especially on retail, cost productivity and unlocking new value
are back at the top of the senior-management agenda. The intensity of automation varies tremendously across
markets, product categories and store formats. Here, capturing post-sale data that flows in reverse â€” from
consumer to manufacturer via all the intermediaries â€” is especially important. Shoppers are tracked based on
body type and clothing rather than facial recognition. Across all industries, the issue of automation is hotly
discussed, debated and analysed. The retail industry has largely optimized the onward flow of goods and
services, and has learnt to leverage data to improve business. If you can automate a majority of mundane and
recurring activities, you can create large-scale efficiencies. Kroger, the grocery chain, uses sensors and
predictive analytics tools to better anticipate when more cashiers will be needed.


